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The opportunity of open



Building a strong, fair and sustainable 
data economy by helping businesses 
and governments get data to people 
who need it
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The opportunity of open?



Unlock £trillions & impact everyone

Link insight from countries, millions of 
companies, billions of people and things

Machine-readable data, sensors, and the internet of everything

A robust data infrastructure will enable open innovation at web-scale

What is the future of 
the web of data?

25 years of the web
of documents



Solutions built on 
open and shared 
data can lead to 
annual market and 
non-market benefits 
in the UK of nearly 
£14bn per year by 
2025.



Not improving data 
sharing and open 

data, above current 
levels, will result in 

£15bn in lost 
benefits to the UK 

by 2025.
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(and that's just the UK, 
imagine the figures for 
more of the world....)



Make data a tool for innovation. 
It should enable businesses, 
startups, governments, 
individuals and communities to 
create better services for us all.
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Data should be as open 
as possible.
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UK government is already moving to open

1. Open-by-default policy

2. National legislation

3. Local regulation / (leadership?)
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TSC/ODI/Deloitte recommendations to UK 
government

1. Create a mobility data working group

2. Work with industry to incentivise openness & 
sharing of data

3. Fund pathfinder projects



Nils Erik Mühlfried - https://flic.kr/p/riM65P
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What's the transport 
industry's next step?



Data is not oil

Jackson Jost - https://unsplash.com/@jacksonjost?photo=J-LMPtk8tmg
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Don't sell data, sell services.



Chris Combe - https://flic.kr/p/oZGRP4

Data is infrastructure

https://theodi.org/what-is-data-infrastructure


https://www.flickr.com/photos/pkwflickr/6188760566/in/album-72157627764211574/

Roads help us navigate 
to a location
Data helps us navigate 
to a decision



Open ≠ giving value 
away



Becoming a platform 



Working together to solve common 
problems



Collaboratively maintain data 
infrastructure



openactive.io/join

Create impact by design



Use data as a tool

https://theodi.org/blog/policy-design-patterns-that-help-you-use-data-to-create-impact



(More on open & data 
business models 
coming soon....)
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The challenges of open?



Gaps for trust

Image copyright Disney



https://theodi.org/blog/why-we-need-the-data-ethics-canvas

Ethics



Engagement

Parks and Recreation 



Equity

Image copyright Matt Kinshella



More on personal data and 
open and transport coming 

soon...

what would help you make a 
better decision?



Open is not nice to have. 
It is the future of transport 
data



Thank you :)
@peterkwells

@odihq




